
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp cat couple image from Critters in Love with Antique Linen distress inkpad onto watercolor paper and color using Zig 

markers (as listed above). Draw a scallop border around the image and color with Zig markers (Pink Carmine). Fussy cut the image. 

Cut a 5.7” x 5.7”blue hexagon pattern paper, distress the edges with white acrylic paint and layer onto a 5.75” x 5.75” card base. 
 
Prepare a 5.5” x 4.5” white corrugated board and tear away a diagonal 1” from the long edge. The bottom part diagonally. Adhere 
1 layer of white lace from the back of the torn corrugated board followed by another layer of pink lace. Adhere this piece onto the 
card.  
 
Layer a strip of 2.30” x 5.5” distressed (white acrylic paint) light blue pattern paper over the corrugated board followed by another 
2.25” x 5.5” distressed (white acrylic paint) polka dot pattern paper. 
 
Cut hugs banner from Hugs and Kisses dies using blue pattern paper and adhere it on the bottom left of the corrugated board.  
 
Prepare a 0.75” x 5.75” yellow pattern paper (fish-tailed on the right side); 4.25” flattened pink straw (fish-tailed on right side); 
4.25” small flower lace; 2 scroll shapes from Bookmark dies (using white cardstock); rhinestone swirl and mulberry flowers (blue 
and pink). Layer these items in sequence over the polka dot pattern paper (as shown in the photo) 
 
Cut a strip of yellow pattern paper, pink straw (flatten), and a small flower lace. Adhere it on top of the polka dot pattern paper. 
Cut scroll shape dies from bookmark dies set on white cardstock twice.  
 
Arrange mulberry flowers, small pink plastic flowers, scroll die cuts, rhinestone swirl on the top of the strips of items which were 
glued early on.  
 
Add a 2.5” pink/white straw onto the bottom right of the card at an angle. Add foam tape of 0.25” thickness onto the back of the 
cut image and adhere the image onto the card such that it creates lollipop over the straw. Adhere tulle bow on the straw for 
finishing touch for the lollipop. 
 
Add some clear sequins and mini pink flowers onto the empty areas and finish by applying stickles onto the mulberry flowers. 
 

 

 

 

Lovely Layer Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-208 Critters in Love, 51-099 Hugs and 

Kisses, 51-195 Bookmark 

Additional Products: White cardstock, Docrafts geometric neon pattern 

paper, white corrugated board, 300gsm watercolor papers, Zig markers (Light 

Blue, Light Carmine, Brick Beige, English Lavender, Gray Tint, Paledawn Gray), 

Tim Holtz distress inkpad (Antique Linen), mulberry flowers (blue, pink), mini 

pink plastic flowers, large and small white laces, pink/white striped paper 

straw, pink tulle ribbon, brush number 0, foam tape, Beacon glue, Tombow 

glue, Stickles star dust, ZVA Rhinestone, clear sequins, white acrylic paint. 

 

 

 

 


